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Summary 

The latest addition to our distributed accelera- 
tor control and monitoring system is described which 
achieves parallel control of multilevel functions, 
multisector access as well as continuous updating of 
over 800 analog signals. The limitations of the pre- 
ceding system are compared with the advantages of this 
larger network. Interface hardware and diagnostic 
software for the computers is also discussed. 

Introduction 

Control Room consolidation was first achieved in 
lgil using an existing SDS 925 with an operator-machine 
interface (the touch panel) linked to a PDP9 which in- 
terfacsd tc 
tem. ' 

the accelerator control and monitoring sys- 
As the number of beams and the difficulty of 

running these beams increased, additional beam operator 
positions were added in Main Control (MCC). In addi- 
tion , multiple beam guidance devices were added along 
the acceler&tor. It was soon obvious that an increase 
zf the number of control channels would be required. 
The soI3ion that was implemented was to install a com- 
munications computer in the Accelerator Control Room 
(CCR) which communicated with the PDP9-SDS 925 as well 
as eight new computers (PDP8's) lcca;ed along the two 
mile Klystron Gallery (see Fig. 1). Controls thus 
originating on the touch panel are sent via the SDS 925- 
PDP9-PD 8/e to the appropriate PDP8/f and then to the 
device. 5 A status signal, if present, is read by the 
PDP9 and sent on to the SDS 925 Touch Panel. An analog 
voltage, if present, 1s read ccntinuously by the local 
PDP6 and sent to the touch panel on demand. If a gal- 
lery computer fails, the PDP9 takes control in those 
sectors. This action is automatic and is reasonably 
transparent. The operator will, hcwever, notice the 
lack of parallel control (the simultaneous control of 
multi-level devices) or an analog that is read by the 
PDT?9 instead of a PDP8. If either the SDS 925 or the 
PDP9 fails, manual operation is still possible at both 
XC: snd CCR. 

System Prior to the PDP8's 

The PDP9, as interfaced to the accelerator control 
system, had one output port. This was done [historical- 
ly) to preserve tuo-thirds of the manual controi in CCR 
which existed since the accelerator was built. The 
POP9 was seen as an aid to the operator and not a fun- 
nal'rhraug~ which all crn+ro'r +r>-+ -..- . .&o ,, UJ L flo-*. Analogs 
which were sent from the gallery were read by a single 
AX Ir I . CCR The long signal runs required heavy line 
filtering with the attendant slowing of analog response. 
The stat,Js system, by reason of its initial design, 
IZCLLC! be easiiy read into the PDP9. Computer patterns 
(trigger gates) are generated only in the PDP9,. 

As more simultaneous beams were required (up to 8 
at i;~me periods) and the beam requirements became hard- 
'27 tt, meet [wider energy and current spreads), multi- 
levei p.ul::ed beam guidance devices were added. Thus, 
InsTead ,of controlling one dc focussing magnet, an oper- 
ator had ;zveilabie ~1p to six adjustable magnet currer.ts 
which could 'be assigned to six beams. 

Expanded Control System 

The 25mputers along the gallery have been situated 
so that they ser-ge four sectors except for the first 

computer which serves the injector, sector 1 and sect 
2. This was necessary because of the large number of 
signals to be controlled and read in the injector are 
Each computer has been linked to the CCR (PDP8/e) via 
wire pair data link. Data speeds of $CO baud have 
been sent and received over the various length wire 
(up to 10,000 feet). EIA levels of -flO volts are llse 
to drive the wire pairs directly. Receivers are imp1 
mented using differential op-amps. Data tests have 
been run for hundreds of hours in each of these links 
with no data transmission failures noted. 

The gallery PDP8's provide simultaneous access t< 
each level of a multi-level device and in addition to 
one other selected control in that sector (see Fig. 2 
Six level beam guidance devices have been installed al 
the injector and from the l/3 point through the remail 
der of the accelerator. Typical devices are pulsed 
vertical and horizontal steering, pulsed quadrupoles 
and pulsed beam loading, as well as a pulsed phase 
shifter at the injector and a pulsed energy vernier 
device in sector 27. It is now possible to operate 
one control in each sector while operating any of 
these multi-level devices simultaneously. 

J,n~l-ogs are ny,cG n-l-..-?. ii ILIIIUVUDLf scaa;leS by the loch: con 
puter. Provisions have been made to read and store up 
io 32 analog signals from each sector and in CCR (see 
Fig. 3). The injector analog system is designed to 
read and store -sp to 128 analogs. Signal conditioning 
is provided to accomodate 0 to 1 volt, 0 tc 5 volt and 
-fl volt signals. The analog multiplexer inputs are 
high impedance so that signal loading is negligible. 

Maintenance switches have been provided so that a 
sector or a group of sectors can be switched back to 
WP9 control and monitoring. Computer or interface re, 
pair is, therefore, easily done while the accelerator 
is operating with a negligible inconvenience to the 
accelerator operators. Automatic fallback to the ?DP*9 
is initiated if a PDP8's RUN circuit indicates the pro. 
gram has halted or if the program fails to reset a 360 
pps synchronization flag. 

Diagnostic Programming 

A stand-alone program has been written for each 
interface. These progra.ms have bclcr. used t'o de-selop 
the hardware (and vice versa) as well as to chefzkcut 
and 1a.t.er "certify" the interface aftor a repair has 
been made. A paper tape reader, interface card, t:ipes 
and program listings have been assembled in one pack- 
age SC that maintenance and checkout zan be accom- 
plished at the local computer. Short "quick-check" 
programs are also provided as well as "sccpe loop" pro- 
grams t,o speed up maintenance of the system. 
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